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Chapter 2: Calculating Dating Goals: Data Gaming and 

Algorithmic Sociality on Blued56 

Introduction 

 

For gay men, sexual encounters have increasingly become mediated by mobile applications 

(Roth, 2014; Race, 2015; Ahlm, 2016). Neither being as neutral as they appear nor acting purely 

as mediators modifying sexual practices (Race, 2015a), gay dating apps, as other social 

networking platforms, are never simple technical translations of sociality but rather are a 

constructed configuration engineered by human interactions (Van Dijck, 2012). Although studies 

on gay dating apps have shown the various ways through which technical features intervene in 

gay men’s sexual sociality (Race, 2015a; Licoppe, Rivière & Morel, 2016), seldom do they shed 

light on the central feature that undergirds their use—algorithms.  

Algorithms have become a contested concept in recent media and cultural studies. This 

chapter underscores three aspects of algorithms around which my argument is constructed. First, 

at a basic level, an algorithm is a set of instructions and steps for organizing and acting upon a 

corpus of data to produce outputs (Gillespie, 2016a; Kitchin, 2017). However, the operation of 

algorithms is not restricted to numbers (Totaro & Ninno, 2014). For example, classifications of 

hotels in alphabetical order may also involve algorithmic practices for hotel selection. Second, 

algorithms should not be simply understood in their technical senses as entirely black-boxed 

entities. In contrast, they work contextually and contingently in a wide array of social processes 

(Gillespie, 2016a; Beer, 2017; Kitchin, 2017). Third, algorithms operated by various apps are not 

privatized by app developers. Although users have no access to programming, they are able to 

utilize the data they provide to apps and thereby game algorithms according to their own specific 

preferences.  

To explore how gay dating app users game data and thereby influence the algorithmic dating 

outcomes, this chapter examines Blued, China’s largest gay dating app (Figure 2.1), aiming to 

unfold the data structure and algorithms that navigate the use of its two prime functionalities: 

                                                
56 This chapter has been published with the title “Calculating dating goals: data gaming and algorithmic sociality on 

Blued, a Chinese gay dating app” in Information, Communication & Society (2018). Advance online publication. doi: 

10.1080/1369118X.2018.1490796.  I changed the words “article” into “chapter” and endnotes into footnotes when 

converting the text into a chapter. 
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browsing and live streaming. Launched in 2012 in Beijing, Blued has now attracted 

approximately 40 million users worldwide.57 In January 2016, in addition to browsing, Blued 

added a new “live” button to its interface, inviting users to use the app not only for location-

based browsing but also to broadcast themselves to the public. Although these two functionalities 

are embedded in the same device, the data and algorithms users game on each functionally differ. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: A list view of users on Blued, screenshot provided by one interviewee in Beijing. 

 

                                                
57 https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro  (accessed 12 October 2017) 

https://www.blued.com/cn/aboutus.html#intro
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For example, for Blued browsing, users first have to quantify themselves according to the 

indexed categories created by the app, including numbers for age, height, weight, and sex roles,58 

tags for body type and personality, what the user is looking for, relationship status, and race. In 

these categories, the 12 personality tags are a specialty of Blued that are not found in its Western 

counterpart Grindr. Classified in this way, all Blued users are integrated into a database for 

browsing, sorting, and filtering. Blued users thus can game and play with different data 

combinations to produce their preferred dates, depending on the specific indexed categories they 

compose each time. Second, users can employ the yanzhi algorithm on Blued live streaming. 

Yanzhi, literally the “value of a person’s face”,59 is an evaluative language newly coined in China 

to measure people’s attractiveness and has become a common metric for evaluating gay live 

streamers. Although some viewers would rate live streamers on a scale from 1 to 10 or 1 to 100, 

the yanzhi metric more often operates in a non-numeric fashion. In practice, yanzhi works similar 

to a Likert scale, but contains only two polarized values: high and low. Navigated by the yanzhi 

metric, gay men on Blued live streaming are rendered calculable through their overall displays of 

face, body, personality, taste, and so on. This kind of visual data has been previously studied in 

facial recognition systems in what Introna and Wood (2004) call “algorithmic surveillance”, but 

not so much in relation to sociality. In contrast with facial recognition algorithms that are based 

on standard template images and geometric facial features, the yanzhi algorithm is more oriented 

towards different combinations of visual data, including both physical features and social 

presentations. Given its subjective nature, yanzhi is a fluid and loaded algorithm with calculating 

criteria that differ from person to person. Sometimes, facial features are of importance, and 

sometimes, body shapes and styles of dressing matter more. In a nutshell, it is in these two 

senses—personal indexing and yanzhi—that the dating goals are calculated through the ritual 

tools of algorithms in the data structure of Blued.  

This chapter refers to this ongoing process of calculating same-sex dating goals through data 

gaming on Blued as algorithmic sociality. Drawing on the author’s own experiences during three 

years of using Blued, together with interview data of ordinary users and live streamers in Beijing 

and Shanghai, this chapter explores users’ use of algorithms as ritual tools, an angle that has been 

largely absent from recent discussions on algorithms. The first section discusses data, algorithms, 

                                                
58 Sexual positions in gay intercourse, including a penetrative position and a penetrated position. 
59 http://www.szdaily.com/content/2015-01/01/content_10966460.htm (accessed 12 October 2017) 

http://www.szdaily.com/content/2015-01/01/content_10966460.htm
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and sociality in gay dating apps. The second section examines the ways that dating goals are 

algorithmically gamed on Blued browsing. The third section shifts to the analysis of Blued live 

streaming to investigate how the yanzhi algorithm is used to calculate dating preferences by both 

live streamers and viewers. In so doing, on the one hand, this chapter shifts away from the 

perception of algorithms being merely technical codes whose operation is black-boxed, secreted, 

and engineer-privatized, proposing instead that algorithms should be approached as users’ ritual 

tools. On the other hand, it facilitates understandings of algorithmic sociality and their 

implications for sexuality.     

Algorithmic Sociality  

 

While algorithms have been primarily understood in a technical sense, critical scholars have 

proposed approaching algorithms politically, socially, and culturally (Neyland, 2014; Ziewitz, 

2015, Gillespie, 2016a, Beer, 2017; Kitchin, 2017). From a social scientific point of view, 

algorithms exist not only in codes but also in the social consciousness as part of a knowledge 

apparatus (Gillespie, 2014; Beer, 2017). Thus, algorithms should be examined within their 

discursive practices and framings as sensitizing devices rather than mere computational artifacts 

(Ziewitz, 2014; Beer, 2017).  

Before an algorithm can function meaningfully, it has to be paired with a given database 

(Gillespie, 2014). After all, algorithms are a result of translating items, actions, and processes 

into calculable and malleable units or data points (Willson, 2017). In the case of dating apps, 

there are two channels (user profiles and user activity) for building a database (Albury et al., 

2017). In the sign-up process, users are formalized into a few fixed data sets epitomized by a 

standard profile template including a headshot, age, height, weight, and so forth. User activity 

can also be rendered into calculable models in the interface design, breaking down their dating 

preferences into specific categories. For example, Blued browsing indexes user personalities 

according to 12 tags and divides gay live streamers into four categories, including “new stars”, 

“muscular”, “bears”,60 and “groups”. In this way, users and their activities are tweaked into fixed 

                                                
60 Bear is a slang term in gay culture in China as well as elsewhere. It describes gay men with a hefty body shape 

that embodies rugged masculinity. 
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data standards, protocols, and formats to be compatible with the calculative system upon which 

the algorithms act (Bucher, 2012b; Totaro & Ninno, 2014; Neyland, 2015).  

However, the algorithms currently studied tend to portray users as passive audiences in their 

diverse forms of searching and matching, trending, recommendations, and newsfeeds (Striphas, 

2015; Gillespie, 2016b; Bucher, 2012a, 2017). However, studies on dating apps have found that 

users are in fact familiar with the data structures and sociotechnical operations of the apps and 

thereby can actively act on the data to shape the algorithmic results (David & Cambre, 2016; 

Albury et al., 2017). For example, on Tinder, the number of profiles users are allowed to swipe 

for free is limited and a period of waiting is enforced before the next swipe. However, by 

changing the settings of sexual preferences, new profiles become available immediately (David 

& Cambre, 2016). This is also a focus of this chapter – how users utilize the data they provide to 

dating apps, be it information about their physical body or visual images on the screen, to game 

and play with their algorithmic formations to shape their outcomes.  

Scholarly accounts of gay dating apps have shown the ways through which the technical 

shapes gay sociality. For example, a study on Grindr in France demonstrated the importance of 

geographical proximity in the initiation of sexual contact (Licoppe et al., 2016). A parallel study 

in Australia explored the technical infrastructure of hook-up devices in mediating drug use in gay 

sex (Race, 2015a). Although these studies have touched upon the protocols of gay dating apps, 

little is yet known about the algorithmic rules that sustain their use, ushering gay life into an 

algorithmic sociality. Moreover, to this day, Chinese gay dating apps remain relatively 

understudied. More than ever, there is a need to bridge this gap, because, on the one hand, Blued 

has grown into the largest gay dating apps worldwide in terms of its 40 million user base and is 

now looking for international expansion to attract more overseas users (personal communication 

with the founder of Blued, January 11, 2016), and, on the other hand, Grindr was acquired by a 

Beijing game company in 2016.61 Although the capital flow behind this purchase is not the 

concern of this chapter, with the backdrop of China now owning the world’s most populous 

(Blued) and most international (Grindr) gay dating apps, it is clear that this matter requires 

urgent analysis. 

Taking Blued browsing and live streaming as two data-structured and algorithm-guided 

dating sites, this chapter explores the ways through which dating goals are algorithmically 

                                                
61 https://www.gaystarnews.com/article/grindr-fully-chinese-gaming/#gs.J9=zW70 (accessed 12 October 2017) 

https://www.gaystarnews.com/article/grindr-fully-chinese-gaming/#gs.J9=zW70
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shaped through data gaming. It also documents how Blued users attribute values and meanings to 

the dating metrics to the extent that they become cultural objects themselves in the algorithmic 

sociality (Gillespie, 2016b; Roberge & Seyfert, 2016). 

Methods 

 

On Blued, five buttons, “Browse”, “Chat”, “Buzz”, “Live”, and “More”, line up at the bottom of 

the user interface (observed on 16 February 2017). This chapter concerns two aspects of data 

gaming that shape the use of “Browse” and “Live”. The author has been a Blued user since 10 

May 2014. During the last three years, I have habitually opened Blued on an almost daily basis 

to observe its updates of features and interfaces as well as to engage in casual chat with nearby 

users. For this reason, this chapter employs the walkthrough method of Light, Burgess and 

Duguay (2016), which has been specially tailored for studying apps. According to Light, Burgess 

and Duguay, the walkthrough method asks researchers to engage directly with an app’s interface, 

examining its technological mechanisms and embedded cultural references to understand how it 

guides users and shapes experiences. They further explicate that the key to this method is to 

observe step by step and to document an app’s screens, features, and flows of activity. In 

particular, the walkthrough method consists of three stages: “registration and entry”, “everyday 

use”, and “app suspension, closure and leaving” (2016, p.12). 

Following this method, the author reinstated the registration process by opening a new 

account on Blued in July 2017 to recapture the steps of how same-sex dating preferences are 

datafied. In everyday use, I consciously applied “an analytical eye” (Light et al., 2016, p.11) as a 

researcher from January 2016 to July 2017 to distinguish this use of the app from my previous 

personal use. During this time period, I browsed user profiles randomly and watched live streams 

on the first page of the Blued live channel. I collected data by making screenshots of profiles and 

live streams where users’ data gaming came up. The collected data contain statements on 

numbers and tags that users make to include in and exclude from their dating preferences as well 

as viewers’ comments that sexualize the specific bodily parts of gay broadcasters during live 

streaming. 

Despite the handy merits of the walkthrough method of studying apps, there exist potential 

ethical concerns. For example, it is unlikely that users’ informed consent can be obtained since 
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the walkthrough “avoids interaction with users” (Light et al., 2016, p. 15). To remedy this defect, 

Light, Burgess and Duguay (2016) suggest the anonymization of user data on the one hand and 

conducting user interviews on the other. I took both pieces of advices into consideration because 

the concern of this chapter is not with how app developers design algorithms in the background 

but how users game and play with data through filtering, sorting, and evaluating to shape the 

algorithmic dating results. 

Blued has a function allowing users to reposition themselves through a built-in map to 

interact with others over long distances. In March 2017, to choose potential interviewees, I 

pinned my Blued location to Beijing Sanlitun and Worker’s Stadium, which are considered to be 

gay hubs of the city. In these two areas, I randomly collected and screenshot 108 user profiles 

whose textual self-introductions contain numbers, tags, and descriptions of physical features. I 

sent these 108 users a message individually to ask if they were interested in participating in this 

study. Seventeen people (aged 20–36) got back to me with a positive response. After acquiring 

their consent to use the information they displayed on Blued under pseudonyms, I sent them a 

web link to a page where they could answer questions on how they filter and sort data to 

socialize on Blued.  

To investigate how users use the yanzhi algorithm on Blued live streaming, ten semi-

structured, 30–120 minute interviews with live streamers were conducted from December 2016 

to February 2017 in Beijing and Shanghai. All the live streamers interviewed in this chapter are 

self-identified gay men aged 21–35. Among them, four live streamers were introduced from my 

personal contacts, and the rest were recruited through sending interview requests on Blued while 

watching live shows. Before the interviews, I articulated the aim of this study and the guarantee 

of anonymity and privacy. In the interviews, I asked questions on the merits of their yanzhi, and 

on what elements they would include in calculating their yanzhi.  

Blued Browsing: Indexing Gay Men into Standard Data 

 

When users sign up on Blued, the first page requires a headshot, a screen name, their date of 

birth, their height, their weight, their sex roles (four default options are: top numbered as 1, 

versatile numbered as 0.5, bottom numbered as 0, and others signaled by “~”), and unit types 

(choosing either ft/lb or cm/kg to display height and weight). The next page asks users to 
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disclose their body types and personalities. Body type consists of four tags: “monkey” (a thin 

body), “average”, “bear” (a hefty body), and “muscular”. There are 12 tags in the personality 

pane: “masculine” (yemen 爷们), “sunshine” (yangguang 阳光), “big uncle” (dashu 大叔), 

“slutty inside decent outside” (menshao 闷骚), “bad inside kind outside” (fuhei 腹黑), “bossy” 

(badao 霸道), “frosty” (gaoleng 高冷), “loyal dog” (zhongquan 忠犬), “cold outside hot inside” 

(a jiao 傲娇), “natural dull” (tianran dai 天然呆), “cute fresh” (xiao qingxin 小清新), and 

“warm guy” (nuannan 暖男). All these tags carry loose cultural references whose meanings are 

open to individual interpretations. Their meanings can sometime overlap. For example, “bossy” 

shares a similar idea with “masculine”, but the former emphasizes more of an aggressive 

masculinity with no personal strings attached in sex. By contrast, “warm guy” embodies a gentle, 

tender, and caring character. In the final step, users are encouraged to select their preferred body 

types, personalities, and what they are looking for. The tags of body type and personality are the 

same as in the previous step. The “looking for” option contains five tags: “chat”, “date”, “friend”, 

“boyfriend”, and “gym buddy”. Upon finishing the account set-up, users can add more 

information in the personal profile, including a text headline and their relationship status, race, 

place of residence, hometown, and blood type. This registration process demonstrates the 

technology for the classification of gay men into standard data units, both numeric numbers and 

non-numeric tags. Rieder (2017) calls these standardized yet plastic methods of abstracting, 

organizing, and ordering messy data as “algorithmic techniques”, which attribute the non-

numeric objects with calculability.  

Before my analysis proceeds, it is important to input here that this datafied gay man is not 

necessarily a whim of software engineers but rather part of a historical lineage of self-coding 

practices in China’s gay cyberculture. My personal experiences can illustrate this. In 2007, I had 

the first ever gay contact of my life on the Internet. At the beginning of our chat, the man threw 

in a plain but quite confusing question, “What is your condition (qingkuang 情况)?” I was 

puzzled by the word “condition” used here. Therefore, my immediate response was “What do 

you mean? What condition?” However, he never answered. On the very same day, I joined a gay 

group chat on QQ instant messenger. I was amazed to see a list of number sets in a uniform style 

on the group member panel – they did not have a screen name but only a number sequence, for 

example, “28-180-70-1”. In this group chat, for the first time I learned that “condition” is a 
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standardized self-introduction for Chinese gay men, which is composed of age, height, weight, 

and sex roles. Prior to the advent of gay dating apps in China, the protocol of “condition”, 

encoding gay men into a numeric value, was the norm for socializing in the online gay 

community. A gay man who failed to do this self-datafication would be shunned, as exemplified 

by my own experience. 

Although the self-datafication of gay men began before the invention of dating apps, the 

protocol of “condition” in gay sociality is not fully algorithmic. It reflects, at best, a quantified 

self of gay men. However, when app developers further developed this line of protocols, 

standardizing not only “condition” but also other elements that are relevant to same-sex dating 

preferences, a rich database with calculability was formed. This can be illustrated in Blued’s user 

interface. When browsing on Blued, geographically nearby others are visible in either a list or a 

grid view – this is different from Grindr, which has only a grid view. In contrast with Grindr’s 

grid view, under which the user’s visibility is reduced to only a headshot and screen name, 

Blued’s list view allows users to see nearby others represented by their headshot; their screen 

name; a number sequence of age, height, and weight; as well as a brief line of self-introduction, 

distance, and last time online. In this way, users on Blued are more data configured and produced 

than on Grindr in terms of browsing, without the need to tap on profiles to see more detailed 

information about a specific user.  

The user data on Blued browsing has been structured into one button – “filter”, which is 

informed by 11 subjects, each of which is comprised of multiple data items (see Figures 2.2 and 

2.3). By simply putting the value range of, for example, currently online, having a headshot, 

verified users,62 sex roles, body types, and personality tags, users can tailor favorite dating goals 

that embody their specific data combinations. In this way, users shape the algorithmic formations 

of their own data. Despite the multiplicity of filter subjects, physical numbers – particularly age, 

height, weight and sex roles – are more applied than other subjects. For example, Lan (21-year-

old) usually takes the passive position (bottom) in sex. For him, the sex role is “the prior ity 

among priorities” to filter out other bottoms. Only two out of seventeen interviewees indicated 

that they were not using the filter button on Blued, although they also admitted that they ruled 

out people based on age and weight when browsing. For the rest of the users I interviewed, they 

                                                
62 Blued encourages users to authenticate headshots by using the self-recording feature built in the app through 

which users can upload a video selfie for verification. A yellow tick on the corner of headshots will show if they 

pass the verification. 
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believed that the filter option increased the efficiency of weeding out undesirable men. One of 

them even considered it as something akin to “big data” practices (his own words) to target the 

most desirable dates. When the filter is applied, people in geographical proximity who fail to 

meet the combined criteria will be invisible on the user’s interface. My interviewees often 

justified their gaming with data using words such as “direct”, “efficient”, “convenient”, “simple”, 

“figurative”, and even “normal”: 

 

This method (the filter) is nice, simple, direct, and capable of selecting and filtering users quickly. People 

have different preferences, plus a prospective relationship is built upon the match of sex roles. The filter 

facilitates this, omitting the useless users, and increasing the efficiency of locking onto targets. (Shang, 23-

year-old) 
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Figures 2.2 and 2.3: The filter on Blued browsing, users can scroll up and down to specify their dating preferences 

with numbers and tags. 

 

Although users found their play with data using the Blued filter to be very flexible and 

enjoyable, it could also evoke unpleasant feelings when they found that others were gaming data 

by lying in their profiles. For example, Dang (25-year-old) exclusively browses verified users 

whose headshots have been authenticated by Blued. He says, “There are too many ugly users, 

even though I have their photos, I cannot tell if they are real. Therefore, I use filter to cleanse 

them”. Xiong (20-year-old) and Jia (22-year-old) think that users should provide data honestly 
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on Blued, particularly concerning age, height, weight, and sex roles. However, there is a blurred 

edge between providing false data and changing data to gain more contacts. For example, Cheng 

(27-year-old) prefers the bottom (0) position in sex, but he fills versatile (0.5, both active and 

passive) in as his sex role. To attract more contacts, Cheng used to deliberately alter the data of 

his sex role into top (1). “1 is more popular.” Cheng adds. Likewise, Tai (26-year-old) now 

adopts only the top position in sex because he found that he received dozens of messages each 

day on Blued in stark contrast with only a few messages when his sex role was specified as 0.5. 

To foreground the importance of data authenticity, users also explicitly stress dating preferences 

in headlines to proactively turn down mispresented users. For example, “Don’t bother under 

180”, “A top bear looking for bottom monkeys”, “Chat begins with 70 kg”, “Prefer old fat above 

50”, “Under 35 only”, “20-30, 178+”. While these fragmented sentences and abbreviated 

vocabularies are unlikely to be comprehensible if dislocated from Blued or decontextualized 

from China’s digital gay culture in general, they show the shared experience of gaming the data 

requirements as well as their authenticity on Blued browsing.  

In addition to the numbered index of gay men in the calculation of dating goals, non-numeric 

combinations of dating preferences are equally ubiquitous in users’ headlines. To name just a 

few, “Prefer masculine and sunshine”, “Into men in their 30s, having a bit body fat, high-

arched nose”, “Love body hair and moustache”, “Like warm guy (nuannan 暖男) wearing 

glasses”, “Into young and sunshine”, “Like skinny young boy with smooth skin”, “Into men with 

slightly bigger ears”, and “Looking for a decent top wearing glasses”. In these screenshots of 

headlines, gay men are reified into tags designed by Blued as well as refined by its users who 

introduce more tags, such as “wearing glasses”, “bigger ear”, and “body fat”. The 12 original 

tags created by Blued thus operate as an entry point into a much wider spectrum of the tag-

defined gay men, which inspires the user’s agency to contribute even more to the linguistic 

codifications of dating preferences. Hence, although these tags articulate dating preferences in 

Blued’s specifically disciplined ways, users themselves can also deploy these tags through 

different reinventions and further subtle specifications. 

In summary, by disassembling users into knowable numbers/tags and reassembling them on 

their own terms, same-sex dating preferences on Blued are algorithmically shaped through users’ 

play with both numeric and non-numeric data. Dating app users thus are not simply passive 

audiences in algorithms but also active players who can shape the algorithmic results (Albury et 
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al., 2017). The effects are two-fold. One is that while gay men are represented by an assemblage 

of numbers and tags and thereby become calculable, same-sex sociality on Blued has become 

increasingly algorithmically mediated. The other significant outcome is that 16 out of 17 of my 

interviewees regard the play with data, both calculating and inventing more data units, as 

innocuous ritual tools in gay sociality, although these data are profoundly bias-ridden (e.g., on 

height and looks). The interviewees responded divergently when questioned about this 

algorithmic sociality. In contrast to Jia (22-year-old), who sees it as “a way of mutual respect and 

knowing each other”, Yang (22-year-old) is not a fan of it because it makes him feel like “a 

commodity on display”. Nonetheless, Yang also admits that he uses the filter to exclude users 

under 185 cm in height.  

Blued Live: Evaluating Gay Men by the Yanzhi Algorithm 

 

When clicking on the “Live” button on Blued, the mobile screen instantly shows the “Hot” 

interface by default, and “Categories” and “Following” are next to it. The first page of live 

streaming consists of three sections: at the top are the rolling banners that display the 

recommendations of a limited number of live streamers; in the middle is the “Celebrity” list, 

which includes six live streamers; and at the bottom is the “Trending” list. Live streamers on the 

first page are constantly updated. The second page of live streaming demonstrates Blued’s 

classification of gay broadcasters: “new stars”, “muscular”, “bears”, and “groups” (observed on 

18 November 2017). The third page gathers the live streamers that a user has followed. A 

notification is pushed to the user when the live streamers he is following are streaming live 

videos (Figure 2.4). 

When entering into a live streamer’s showroom, the top left of the screen displays the 

number of viewers and beans (digital currency on Blued). On the bottom left of the screen, 

viewers can type text messages to interact with the live streamer or can forward the live 

performance to other social networking platforms. Real-time messages on the screen are shown 

on the bottom left in combination with viewers’ headshots, screen names, and texts. Given the 

space limitations, only the latest six messages are shown in a constant rolling chat. The gift 

button is on the bottom right. There are 17 kinds of virtual gifts including cruise ships, castles, 

and flowers (observed on 10 February 2017).  
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Figure 2.4: The interviewee Huang was live streaming to 12,339 viewers on 3 February 2017. 

 

Whereas Blued browsing matches users and their same-sex preferences with data informed 

by numbers and tags, Blued live streaming tends to use the data evaluation of gay men to its full 

potential, that is, from static pictures, fixed numbers, and locked tags to physical features and 

social presentations live on screen. In this section, I discuss how users use the yanzhi algorithm 

to pin down dating preferences. Yanzhi, literally translated to the “value of a person’s face”, is a 

term coined in Chinese cyberspace to measure people’s attractiveness. For clarification, yanzhi 

can be understood both as a metric in a general way and as an algorithm in its application in a 

particular app. For example, when searching for the term “yanzhi” in the Chinese App Store, 
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some seven yanzhi test apps are found. The apps are used by people to obtain a score for their 

degree of attractiveness. These yanzhi test apps use terms such as a “beauty & ugly meter”, 

“facial beauty analysis”, and “artificial intelligence (AI) yanzhi test” at the conceptual level to 

leverage how yanzhi can be algorithmically evaluated. For example, in an app called Beauty Test, 

yanzhi is calculated on account of five facial features: face width, eyes, nose, mouth, and chin. A 

person can take a selfie or upload a picture to Beauty Test, and the app will produce a score 

between 1 and 100, as well as a percentage for how much each of the five facial features can be 

improved. For the purpose of analysis, I uploaded a male picture to the app. The resultant score 

was 78.7. The improvement percentages were: face width (2.93%), eyes (1.61%), nose (14.94%), 

mouth (12%), and chin (6.47%). Despite the popularity of these yanzhi test apps (one of these 

apps had received 11,723 ratings in contrast with Blued’s 4203 ratings in the App Store, 

observed on 20 September 2017), one could argue that the yanzhi algorithm used in these test 

apps is far from being scientific and convincing on these test apps. This is similar to the use of 

trending algorithms, which Gillespie (2016b) argues are both mathematical and subjective and 

do not even attempt to claim to represent verifiable facts. In addition, yet, it is exactly these 

inherent ambiguities that make trending algorithms popular. The yanzhi algorithm demonstrates 

similar, if not the same, ambiguities on Blued live streaming. Recently, the yanzhi algorithm has 

been applied into apps for hairstyling, cosmetic sales, live streaming, and dating in China. 

Arguably, these apps make yanzhi a universal attractiveness metric. However, there are various 

algorithmic formations in its specific use for live streaming. For example, Wen is a live streamer 

on Blued, and he considers himself to be high in yanzhi. Wen uses the yanzhi algorithm in this 

way: 

  

I will look at the five facial features (eyes, ears, nose, mouth, and eyebrows). However, he does not have to 

be perfect in each, because when the perfect five facial features come together, the overall looks would not 

be very good. However, if he has one or two fine facial features, it could be a highlight. For those perfect in 

all the five, there would be no such a highlight. (Wen, 21-year-old) 

 

Nevertheless, for Blued users, the yanzhi algorithm demonstrates a complex mechanism in 

which attractiveness is both physically and emotionally evaluated. The elements for calculating 

yanzhi often extend beyond the scope of facial features. Hakim’s (2010) concept of erotic capital 

can help to understand the yanzhi algorithm on Blued live streaming. For Hakim, erotic capital 
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includes more than facial attractiveness. Sexual attractiveness and social presentations equally 

matter. Resonating with erotic capital, the yanzhi algorithm is not limited to people’s physical 

appearances; social skills and presentations are also within its calculating criteria. For example, 

for those who fetishize muscles, a gym-trained body that has a refined ratio of chest, abdominal, 

and arm muscles can get a high yanzhi score. Whereas for those interested in fashion, a stylish 

ensemble with an exquisitely matching and selection of clothes is all that matters for yanzhi. 

None of my interviewees had ever thought a standard formula could apply in the yanzhi 

calculation. Despite the prevalence of numerical yanzhi test apps in the Chinese App Store, the 

yanzhi algorithm is more likely to work in non-numeric ways on Blued live streaming, akin to a 

Likert scale but only incorporating two polarized values – high and low. As Lin says, 

 

Currently, people value yanzhi too much. For example, if you compare a person high in yanzhi but low in 

inner quality with a person who embodies the opposite, the former will eventually stand out on Blued live 

streaming. (Lin, 21-year-old) 

 

Chinese gay men who live broadcast on Blued have two purposes: making money and 

socializing. These two purposes are sometimes mixed together. During performances, live 

streamers can ask for digital gifts in return. They can convert the value of gifts into real money 

and redeem it from Blued. To maximize monetary gains, the use of yanzhi algorithms can be 

very strategic. Live streamers tend to magnify what they have at hand and at the same time 

diminish what they regard as defects. For example, by deliberately exposing more skin, gay men 

with developed muscles usually make their muscles their most valuable selling point on live 

streaming. Another purpose is to socialize with viewers. The dating preferences are two-way 

calculations between live streamers and viewers. Huang, one of my interviewees in Shanghai, 

says it is faster to meet a person high in yanzhi on live streaming than by browsing. By 

performing his self-perceived high yanzhi, the method of socializing is reversed – it is viewers 

who come to him rather than him browsing other people’s profiles. “As long as you have high 

yanzhi, you have no worries in attracting people to come to you.” Huang adds. Specifically, 

Huang thinks his yanzhi is high in aspects of the shape of his eyebrows, nose, eyes, lips, and 

body.  

When I first contacted Huang for an interview, he replied, “Don’t get your hopes up because 

I was using a beautifying filter on live streaming”. In the interview, I asked him if using a 
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beautifying filter would be a concern for him when dating viewers offline. He said that when he 

turns off the filter, his yanzhi decreases slightly because of the overall presentation of skin. Due 

to this, a date Huang had with a viewer resulted in the latter’s disappointment, which highlights 

another point – yanzhi is not only orchestrated humanly but also mediated digitally. There are 

three beautifying filters available on the Blued live camera: “Whiten”, “Tender”, and “Natural” 

(observed on 10 February 2017). Unlike the browsing filter that aims to sort and single out users, 

filters on live streaming are intended to enhance and increase the yanzhi of broadcasters. For 

example, when the “Whiten” filter is enabled, a live streamer’s face will look whiter on screen. 

Similarly, the “Tender” filter renders a face without pores as if it is porcelain, and the “Natural” 

filter retouches a face in an ostensibly authentic fashion. Clad in these filter layers, the imperfect 

spots in live streamers’ yanzhi are eased, which in turn increases the chance of attracting viewers.   

As for viewers, calculating yanzhi for socializing on Blued in most cases is a process of 

projecting sexual speculations on specific bodily parts of live streamers. In March 2017, I 

entered a Blued live channel. The live streamer had been live for one hour and 15 minutes. On 

the interactive screen, a viewer asked, “Which part of your body satisfies you most?”, and the 

live streamer replied, “Waist, because I don’t have extra fat around it.” Thereafter, viewers just 

spilled out what their favorite body parts were in the live streamer, making comments such as 

“I’m satisfied with your mouth. It’s a bit oblique, sexy”, “It would be fantastic if I kissed those 

lips”, “I think his nose has a very good shape”, etc. It is a common occurrence on Blued live 

streaming that live streamers sit in front of the camera, reading the on-screen comments on their 

yanzhi and selectively responding to them. It is how the yanzhi algorithm works for viewers. The 

generative procedure for viewers is first to look at the overall presentations, including 

personalities, dispositions, styles of dressing, and so forth, and then to look at the specific parts. 

Conclusion: When Algorithms are Woven into Gay Sociality  

 

This chapter has shown the ways through which gay men utilize and play with data on Blued to 

socialize, which I refer to as algorithmic sociality. During Blued browsing, gay men translate 

themselves into numbers and tags, building a database that is available for all users to sort and 

filter their dating goals. On Blued live streaming, gay men evaluate live streamers with the 

yanzhi algorithm to pinpoint dating preferences. While the numbers, tags, and yanzhi on Blued 
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have been attributed with specific meanings, these codes and metrics have become cultural 

objects themselves in terms of how they not only represent culture but are also acted upon to 

realize social relations (Cheney-Lippold, 2011; Roberge & Seyfert, 2016; Gillespie, 2016b). For 

example, in the case discussed in this chapter, 185 is no longer a simple number for Yang but 

rather the most important aspect of his dating preferences. Yanzhi, despite the difficulty of 

enumerating all its elements and the various criteria of different users, is still the dominant 

algorithm used to evaluate gay men on live streaming, which in turn reinforces yanzhi as a 

legitimate metric in calculating dating goals. 

However, as this algorithmic sociality prevails on Blued, we need to interrogate what is at 

stake in this sociality mode. While current studies on algorithms extensively discuss the 

algorithmic failures—algorithms can make wrong predictions and recommendations for users 

(Crawford, 2016; Roberge & Seyfert, 2016; Bucher, 2017)—this chapter would rather put 

forward another thread of critique that is lurking inside the algorithmic sociality of Chinese gay 

men: the justification of biases. On Blued, such justifications have already crept into the coded 

tags and metricized yanzhi. 

To begin, there is not a single tag describing feminine gay men within Blued’s 12 personality 

tags. In stark contrast, three tags: “masculine” (yemen 爷们), “big uncle” (dashu 大叔), and 

“bossy” (badao 霸道) have explicit masculine references. In light of this, Blued seems to allude 

that femininity is not a proper category that should be included in its database. However, in the 

screenshots I collected from users’ profiles, feminine has become an exclusive quasi-tag (not 

official) created by users themselves. For example, “Don’t bother, the niang”, “Fuck off, the mu”. 

In the Chinese context, niang (娘)and mu (母) are the two words commonly used to portray 

effeminate gay men. Whereas niang means the feminine and womanish, mu is specifically used 

to refer to the female gender of animals. Both words carry stigmatized meanings, and mu tends to 

dehumanize feminine gay men. Hence, although the feminine is hidden in Blued’s official tags, 

users apply it in a more overt manner in headlines. Although the filter on Blued browsing is 

invisible, user-created tags make the bias fairly conspicuous. However, seldom do users find it 

problematic according to my observations and interviews.  

Another bias is that gay men with a self-perceived low yanzhi tend to quit live streaming, 

resulting in low self-esteem when attempting to make contact with other gay men. Tao, one of 

my interviewees in Beijing, had quit live streaming on Blued during the time of the interview. 
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Tao said, “I think I will never be popular in my whole life, yanzhi is equal to the life blood for 

me… I have no idea why on earth I became fatter and fatter after I came to Beijing”. Tao 

considers live streaming an “unhealthy” sociality mode. In his opinion, those who have 

undergone cosmetic surgery to improve their yanzhi are more likely to gain popularity on live 

streaming. “Viewers like to watch live streamers whose faces are slimmed to the same width as 

their neck”, Tao added exaggeratedly.  

According to my observations in September 2017, Blued opened an official account called 

“Blued nanshen”. On this account, a nanshen list is created to recommend live streamers in users’ 

browsing interfaces. Nanshen, literally “male god”, the opposite of goddess, refers to extremely 

attractive gay men. The Blued nanshen list had some 169 live streamers (observed 7 October 

2017). The selection standard of nanshen in this official account’s headline is “Don’t bother with 

those not high in yanzhi”. The prejudice towards gay men with lower yanzhi is surprisingly 

blatant even at the corporate level. However, ironically, the yanzhi algorithm was first deployed 

as an algorithmic tool for users to socialize. However, it has been absorbed into Blued’s new 

developments—categorizing live streamers high in yanzhi as nanshen.  

Hence, when accentuating user agency in the use of data and algorithms (Kennedy, Poell, & 

Van Dijck, 2015), it is of equal critical importance to ask how the interaction in algorithms 

between user agency and app developers shapes their reconfigurations. In Blued’s case, the 

extant biases against gay men with either feminine traits or low yanzhi are reproduced as much 

as internalized in the algorithmic sociality. Moreover, user agency and app developers influence 

each other in far more complex ways: the tag of feminized gay men is concealed by Blued but is 

brought into play by users, whereas the yanzhi algorithm personally employed by users is now 

applied by the app developers. Therefore, for the sake of undoing the coded and metricized 

biases, our discussions on algorithms should themselves reflect the complexity and complicity 

between user agency and app developers in terms of how biases are justified under the guise of 

data and algorithms. 

 

 

 


